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1858.

The learned and reverend reviewer of the reports of the Committee on Slavery and the Slave Trade,
submitted at the last session of the Legislature of South Carolina, speaks as a man in authority,

thus:* “In the name of the Southern people, especially of the religious class at the South, and still
more especially of Southern Presbyterians, we raise our voice of protest against the re-opening
amongst us of the African Slave Trade, whether openly or in disguise.” The article, we are told,
has been circulated in pamphlet form, in addition to its appearance in the Review, and, if not so
intended, is at least regarded as neither more nor less than a political tract. We attach but little
importance to it, and should not have felt called upon to read it, had not our attention been recently
invited to a few misinterpretations of the meaning, and misquotations of the words of the majority's
report, which, though quite immaterial, we now propose to point out, with such comments as we
think proper to add.

* April number of the Southern Presbyterian Review.

We are not solicitous to defend either of the reports, learning, as we do, from the tract in question,
that neither is likely to gain strength by being defended before it is attacked. If the minority's report
has gained any force at the hands of the reverend reviewer, we make it heartily welcome; and if
any is taken from the other, he will doubtless be forgiven. We have no complaint to make, nor
any objection to offer to the review. We rather like it. Being fond of political topics, we like to see
them intelligently discussed, and derive pleasure from the perusal of political essays, even though
we may not assent to their logic or their philosophy. Without pretending to cope with the learned
and reverend reviewer in so profound a matter as the discussion of the morality and humanity of
importing slaves, we propose simply to review a portion of his political discourse, and will begin with
borrowing a half dozen of his words:—“We have no apology to offer.”

Though not brought up at the feet of Gamaliel, we are somewhat imbued with his philosophy.—“If
this counsel or this work be of men, it will come to nought: but if it be of God, ye cannot overthrow
it.” Truth will prevail, and false prophets will be “scattered and brought to nought.” If Slavery, and
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its inseparable adjunct, the Slave Trade, is wrong, it will fail; “but if it be of God ” it will be “pressed
forward to a perpetuity of progress,” for “ye cannot overthrow it.” We do not presume that the
discussion 4 of this ancient subject, either by the reverend reviewer or ourselves, will materially
affect the ultimate result; but the human mind is speculative, fond of investigation, and not a little
given to disputation. Why not, then, expose some of the errors of the tract before us? Its author,
clothed with the prestige of an ambassador of Christ, a self-appointed “censor of the press,” has
voluntarily entered the political arena. Having been heralded to the lists, he challenges a tilt, in which
he should be indulged to his satisfaction.

He begins with a mistake: saying, the African Slave Trade “was commenced by the Portuguese about
four centuries ago;” but Moses, who is better authority, at least we prefer him, says it existed long
before Portugal was known. In our translation of the Bible we read that Noah, moved by the spirit of
God, imposed slavery upon the descendants of Ham, who subsequently populated Africa. And we
find it the recorded law that a poor brother shall not be compelled “to serve as a bond servant: but
as an hired servant,” “unto the year of jubilee.” But:

“Both thy bondmen and thy bondmaids which thou shalt have, shall be of the heathen that are
round about you; of them shall ye buy bondmen and bondmaids. Moreover, of the children of the
strangers that do sojourn among you, of them shall ye buy, and of their families that are with you,
which they begat in your land: and they shall be your possession. And ye shall take them as an
inheritance for your children after you, to inherit them for a possession; they shall be your bondmen
forever.”

Now this law we have been accustomed to regard as not only authentic evidence of the existence of
the Slave Trade in the days of Moses, but a very equitable regulation of it.

Moses was not an abolitionist, not even a philanthropist, in the modern sense. He, even from the
heights of Sinai, made laws for men in their fallen state, and for things as they exist, prudently
leaving it for greater prophets to do more. As shown throughout his creation, “the providence of God
to man is practical. He never deals in the silly abstractions of foolish philosophers. He spends no
time in experimenting by eristic syllogisms. He deals alone in his own power, which nowhere ever
ceases to act, although wholly beyond our comprehension.” Nor can it be said that Christ revoked
the authority given by Moses. He came not to destroy but to fulfil the law. Neither is it true that
Africans were not included in the Slave Traffic of ancient times. The African Slave Trade is as old as
history. Egyptians, Carthaginians, Cyrenians, Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans, Jews and Gentiles, all
imported African slaves. But we will not dispute the point with the reverend reviewer, we only correct
his error in history. We may be wrong in our understanding of Moses; nothing is more likely. Learned
theologians sometimes put their own interpretation upon the facts as well as the precepts of the
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Bible: in which cases, we will not positively deny that the wish is ever father to the thought. A very
large and very intelligent portion of the Northern and British clergy, for example, piously contend
that slavery is prohibited in the Bible, and do not 5 hesitate to claim Christ for an abolitionist. They
may be right, or they may be wrong; we are, happily, not called upon to decide: in either case,
however, we do not see why the Slave Trade of Moses may not be scouted by a few of their Southern
brethren, who, perhaps, are in no way their superiors in intelligence or erudition. But, with the great
work of modernizing Christianity, and of revising the law and the prophets, we are only too fortunate
in having nothing to do. It may be also that since the days of Moses some great convulsion in the
moral world has sundered slavery from the Slave Trade, exalting one to a virtue, and debasing the
other to a vice. Some expounders of the moral law so regard the matter. If we are not mistaken the
reverend reviewer is of that mind. And this we regret the more as we are compelled to differ with
him. To our untrained mind the two are inseparable, at least in point of morality. But, having little
confidence in our own judgment, we would not venture to express the opinion, did we not find it
strikingly confirmed by eminent and venerable authorities, both lay and clerical, Jew and Gentile. In
deference to the printer, however, we will only cite one out of many. The distinguished Rev. Robert
Hall, A. M., with whose writings the reverend reviewer is doubtless familiar, says, with no apparent
fear of contradiction:

“Slavery, considered as a perpetual state, is as incapable of vindication as the trade in slaves: they
are integral parts of the same system, and in point of moral estimate must stand or fall together. If it
be unjust to sell men into slavery who are guilty of no crime, it must be equally so to retain them in
that state; the last act of injustice is but the sequel and completion of the first. If the natives of Africa
were originally despoiled of their freedom by rapine and violence, no man is entitled to avail himself
of the condition to which they are reduced, by compelling them to labor for his benefit; nor is it less
evident that they could not possibly transmit the forfeiture to their children of those rights which
they never forfeited themselves.”

A departure from these evident truths is, we think, one of the causes of the embarrassments under
which the South now labors. So far as we are informed, there is no other people upon the face of
the earth who ever pretended to justify slavery, and in the same breath denounce the Slave Trade.
The error is now discovered, and hence the discussion which is spreading through the country. We
leave the work of stemming the current to the reverend reviewer; we prefer to drift along with it,
and adhere to the general belief that Slavery and the Slave Trade “must stand or fall together” in
point of morality and Christianity. Nor are we altogether alone in this. We frequently meet with such
expressions as the following:
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“What monstrous inconsistency for a nation to cherish, on the one hand, the institution of slavery, as
a great blessing, and on the other, to denounce the slave trade—which is necessitated and kept up
by the ‘blessed’ institution of slavery—as the blackest of crimes!”

The pamphlet arrays a list of four poets and four divines who “uttered their condemnation of the
trade,” as evidence of the opinions of the times to which reference is therein had. Whether they
afford correct evidence of the sentiments of Christendom we 6 will neither affirm nor deny: If we
were to judge of the sentiments of the people at the present day, by the lucubrations of some
of our poets and divines, we would be unquestionably mistaken; and this may or may not have
been the case formerly. We will simply remind the learned and reverend reviewer, that whatever
Whitfield, one of his authorities, may have preached or written against the trade, as one of the evils
to which humanity is heir, he had the “practical good sense” not only to become reconciled to it, but
was instrumental in opening the trade and introducing slavery into the colony of Georgia; thus setting
to other divines an excellent example! The reverend reviewer needs only turn to page 208, vol. I,
of M'Call's History of Georgia, published at Savannah in 1811. We will, again in deference to the
printer, abstain from a long quotation, and this the more willingly as every well read American is
acquainted with this little item of history; and the reverend reviewer, if he has forgotten it, can look

up the evidence at his leisure, of which we presume he has abundance.* The name of Whitfield
being mentioned in the pamphlet, has induced us to call attention to this circumstance, simply to
show that the opinions and sentiments of learned divines are not always certain evidence of the
opinions and sentiments of the people they preach to, or assume to instruct in the arts of diplomacy
and State policy, or the science of economy and government. Certain it is, that while Whitfield was
uttering his “condemnation of the trade” the people of Georgia were, partly through him, forcing
the Trustees of the Colony to open the traffic and give them slaves. Now we are sorry to make the
confession, which candor requires, but we are not extensively read in the writings of the learned
and reverend reviewer, and, therefore, would not have him suppose that we presume to draw
a comparison between Whitfield and himself, but we venture to say that it may not be entirely
impossible that he is at least as uncertain a reflector of the opinions of the Southern people at this
time, and in the matter of his late political essay, as Whitfield was of the people of Georgia a hundred
years ago.

* Writing to a friend he said: “He had been taught by the exercise of his reflections to believe that
God had some wise end in view in the permission of every occurrence, and though he could not
fathom the purpose connected with the slavery of Africans, he had no doubt it would terminate to
their advantage. When he took into view the wretched, miserable, starved condition of the negroes
in their own country; that for the purpose of gaining a scant, temporary subsistence, the father had
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sold his sons, his daughters, nay his wife, to a barbarous, cruel foe—how much better must their
condition be, when disposed of in a Christian country, where they are treated with mildness and
humanity, and required to perform no more than that portion of labor, which, in some way or other,
is the common lot of the human race.”

We have now somewhat to say in relation to the reverend reviewer's criticism of the majority's
report. After stating its contents, he begins with the flattering announcement, the justness of which
no one will deny, that viewed “as the discussion of a great question of State policy” it is “a signal
failure.” He thinks, as doubtless all do, that it lacks “practical good sense,” “practical 7 wisdom,” and
“theorizes too much,” and he finds fault with “its general tone in regard to the moral and religious
aspects of the question” This is all reasonable and fair, yet he soothingly and consolingly styles it an
“able report,” concluding that the majority really do not mean what they say, and with a patronizing
smile upon “the respected writer,” suggests that he did not know what he was about when he
prepared the report, and was totally unconscious that he was giving it “that air it wears.” Now we
accept his premises, but we fall short of his conclusion. How can this be an “able report?” What can
be the standard by which he measures ability? Here is a document of forty-five octavo pages which
he calls able, but which he says lacks wisdom and good sense, is objectionable in its moral and
religious tone, thinks its author did not know what he was saying, and is upon the whole a signal
failure. If these are the elements of what he considers ability, we ask pardon if we fail to attach any
to his tract. We are too charitable to perpetrate so cruel a flattery. “Charity suffereth long and is
kind.”

We are pleased, however, to see that the moral and religious zeal of the learned and reverend
reviewer has not prevented his admitting the proposition to import slaves from Africa to be “a great
question of State policy.” This he does at page 111. But after saying that “the majority succinctly
review the whole course of British policy on this subject,” &c., he says, at page 112, in evidence of a
lack of what he calls practical wisdom, and of a superfluity of theorizing:

“Take for example, the long and minute explanation of the British scheme respecting us. They have
ruined their own islands, and now they go round about continually in all manner of circuitous ways
with a view to reducing these Slave-holding States to the same relative productive capacity with their
islands. Not being able to procure any actual release from the dilemma into which she brought
herself by abolishing slavery in the West Indies, she now seeks this comparative result. This is the key
to her policy. Now, we say this whole theory is as circuitous as is the policy it charges on England! The
simple explanation of all Great Britain has done or would do regarding us, is just this: She acts from
the instinct of British abolition sentiment, and from the instinct of British commercial jealousy, ( a
simple and clear explanation to be sure. ) She is mad with fanaticism about African slavery; but there
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is a method in her madness. She wants cotton, free grown if she can get it; but, any how and by any
means, cheap; and to get it cheap she must have more markets for it than one. How can this report
maintain both that cotton is the great necessity of the world, and yet that England, who is at once
the mistress and the merchant for a very great part of the world, is actually desirous to destroy our
capacity to produce the article?”

Now, without stopping to enquire how that which is a succinct review, at page 107, can be long
and minute, and a circuitous theory, at page 112, and without venturing to suggest the possibility
of the reverend reviewer's idea of succinctness being less clear than his conception of ability, we
confess that what we have been in the habit of regarding an anomaly in British policy, what, in fact,
has heretofore been considered by statesmen, of at least some sagacity, almost inexplicable, is at
last determined by the “simple explanation” so clearly and tersely set forth above. The problem of
British hostility to American progress and power is now 8 solved. Pity it is, its solution had not been
announced before the report was written. All that long, minute, succinct and circuitous theory which
is so distasteful to the reverend reviewer might have been saved. In fact the whole country must
regret that the illustrious Calhoun, when Secretary of State in 1844, had not the advantage of the
reverend reviewer's discovery. It is possible had he known that the British government acts merely
“from the instinct of British abolition sentiment” and commercial jealousy, he may have spared
himself the trouble of addressing a despatch of thirteen octavo pages to Mr. King, our Minister to the
French Court, and Gen. Jackson, and all the advocates of Texas annexation, might have been saved
much uneasiness. This despatch the reverend reviewer must acknowledge to be “as circuitous as is
the policy it charges on England!” If, in his political career, as one of the “censors of the press,” he is
not content simply with writing political essays in the name of the Southern people, but occasionally
finds time to read on the subject, he will see in the fifth volume of Calhoun's works (page 379 to
392) some material worthy of his perusal. He will find a similarity, in some respects, between the
despatch and the portion of the report he considers so circuitous. That great man is the source of
much of the Southern sentiment of the present day. He is constantly referred to by men in public
life. His despatch had a marked effect in Europe and in America, and though perhaps “it theorizes
too much” for the more “practical” turn of mind evinced by the learned and practical reviewer, it is
more than probable it was faithfully consulted on this occasion. Legislators, in their temporal sphere,
consult Calhoun, Puffendorf, Aristotle, Moses, and other great lawgivers and philosophers, with
the same care and with equal intelligence and success, that the reverend reviewer, in his spiritual
sphere, consults the Gospel and its inspired commentators. These spheres are widely different.
So much so, that it is hardly extravagant to suppose the legislator might not be more successful in
essaying to preach a sermon against schism than the reverend reviewer would possibly be in making
a stump speech against the sin of buying and selling slaves. “State policy,” the reverend reviewer
should endeavor to remember, is as much a study, we will not say “theory,” as theology itself. If he
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is master of both, he may some day be accepted as authority in both; but if not, his professional
boundaries may prove to be the most becoming and appropriate. But to return to the circuitous
theory.

We will give a specimen of Mr. Calhoun's and of the report's “theory,” in juxta-position.

Extract from Calhoun's despatch.

“This is seen and felt by British statesmen, and has opened their eyes to the errors which they have
committed. The question now with them is, how shall it be counteracted? What has been done
cannot be undone. The question is, by what means can Great Britain regain and keep a superiority
in tropical cultivation, commerce and influence? Or shall that be abandoned, and other nations
be suffered to acquire the supremacy, even to the extent of supplying British markets, to the
destruction of the capital already vested in their productions? These are the questions which now
profoundly occupy the attention of her statesmen, and have the greatest influence over her councils.

“In order to regain her superiority, she not only seeks to revive and increase her own capacity to
produce tropical productions, but to diminish and DESTROY THE CAPACITY of those who have so far
outstripped her in consequence of her error. In pursuit of the former, she has cast her eyes to her
East India possessions—to Central and Eastern Africa—with the view of establishing colonies there,
and even to restore substantially, the slave trade itself, under the specious name of transporting free
laborers from Africa to her West India possessions, in order, if possible, to compete successfully with
those who have refused to follow her suicidal policy. But these all afford but uncertain and distant
hopes of recovering her lost superiority. Her main reliance is on the other alternative—to cripple
or destroy the productions of her successful rivals. There is but one way by which it can be done,
and that is by abolishing African slavery throughout this continent; and that she openly avows to be
the constant object of her policy and exertions. It matters not how, or from what motive, it may be
done—whether it be by diplomacy, influence, or force; by secret or open means; and whether the
motive be humane or selfish, without regard to manner, means, or motive. The thing itself, should
it be accomplished, would put down all rivalry, and give her the undisputed supremacy in supplying
her own wants and those of the rest of the world; and thereby more than fully retrieve what she had
lost by her errors. It would give her the monopoly of tropical productions, which I shall next proceed
to show.” &c., &c.

Extract from the Report.

“Failing to attain any actual advance from the dilemma into which she (Great Britain) has fallen, her
only alternative is to seek a comparative result. This can be accomplished only by embarrassing,
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jeopardizing, and crippling those countries of America which, by avoiding her example, have
preserved the institution of slavery, and thereby continued to supply commerce with the products
which civilization demands as the necessaries of life. One sure method of doing this is, to keep up
the abolition agitation in the slaveholding countries, and to suppress the slave trade whereever it
exists. This policy, which she has industriously and successfully pursued, is not now, and never was,
any other than a well conceived scheme of self-aggrandizement.

“A single remark will verify this assertion. The ‘free labor’ system in the British West Indies is a costly
and irretrievable failure, and the produce of those colonies is reduced to a shadow of its former
value and importance. If, then, the same failure could be effected in Brazil, Cuba, and the United
States, the same reduction of produce would follow as the consequence. * * * * It is well known, that
the British government has a predominating influence at the Spanish and Brazilian courts, and it is
certain that no better disposed nor more serviceable allies could be desired, in her designs upon
the South, than the abolitionists of the North, who constitute a large and well organized party in
that section of the Union. It is not without hope, therefore, of at least a partial success, that this long
loved project is adhered to. With slavery abolished throughout America, what is now called ‘free
African’ labor would spring up on its ruins, and while the world would lose a large proportion of
the produce it has enjoyed, the productive capacity of British West India, relatively to the new ‘free
African’ countries, would return to what it was before slavery was abolished there, and the British
American colonies would be enabled to supply the same relative amount to the world's commerce
that they did previous to the emancipation act.

“The abolition policy of the British government, therefore, having for its sole object the certaim
ruin of the slave-holding powers of America, is confined in its application only to Brazil, Cuba and
the Southern States. The course to be pursued is necessarily different with respect to each. That in
relation to Brazil is the first we shall notice,” &c., &c.

9

Now, to our humble understanding, the same sort of circuitous, round-about, rigmarole theory is
in one of these documents as in the other, and so great is the authority of the illustrious Calhoun,
we doubt not the committee are quite willing to be sheltered under 10 it, even from the searching
glance of the learned and practical reviewer. There are equally eminent authorities to show that the
“theory” of the committee was the theory of the South in the days that Jackson, Cheves and other
statesmen so ably contended for the annexation of Texas, and has been the theory ever since; but
it is unnecessary to refer to them, for the reverend reviewer happily answers his own question.
He says that Great Britain acts towards us “from the instinct of British abolition sentiment” and
commercial jealousy, and then immediately asks how the report can maintain that she is “desirous to
destroy our capacity to produce” cotton? Now what does this British abolition sentiment seek but the
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abolition of slavery? And if slavery is abolished, what becomes of our capacity to produce cotton? We
cannot see the difference between abolishing slavery and destroying our capacity to produce cotton.
The reverend reviewer admits the former to be the motive of action of Great Britain, but denies that
the latter can be, and thinks there is no little lack of good sense in supposing such a thing possible.
The difference between the reverend reviewer and the report seems to be this: They both admit
that England wishes to abolish slavery in the United States, and from this the latter deduces that
she wishes to injure or destroy our capacity to produce cotton, since none but slaves produce it in
this country; and the former deduces some other consequence of abolition. Now we do not think
there is much “practical wisdom” in either. Mr. Calhoun and the Report “theorize too much,” and
the reverend reviewer's explanation is too “simple.” But, measuring them only by the standard of
reputation for statesmanship, we would rather incline to give the Calhoun theory the preference,
if we had the grave duty assigned us of giving a judgment; not that we think the simplicity of the
explanation otherwise than highly meritorious, but that the explanation itself is not as yet sufficiently
elaborated.

There are a few points in the reverend reviewer's criticism in which we do not fully concur. We
think he distorts the meaning of the report, whether intentionally or not, is no concern of ours.
He conveys, for example, the idea that the committee suggest the keeping down of the price of
cotton “as the distinct and definite answer” to the question, which they say presents itself, “what is
to be done.” He asks, (page 113,) “Do these gentlemen seriously mean to say, as wise and practical
men, that they consider ‘ the only rescue for slavery from its impending dangers ’ is to seek to re-open
the slave trade?” The words we put in italics purport to be quoted from the report, but we have
examined both editions of the document and find no such expression in either. According to our
reading, the report gives no “distinct and definite answer” to the question referred to, and nowhere
suggests any measure as “ the only rescue for slavery.” To our mind, wholly inexperienced as it is, the
first nineteen or twenty pages is a general summary of the condition of the slavery agitation, which
was very reasonably and properly introduced. But, be this as it may, 11 we find the following in both
editions, which we will interline by way of explaining our understanding of it:

“In answering the great question, therefore, as to what measures ( indicating that more than one may
be necessary, ) should be taken by the South to rescue slavery from its impending dangers, this (
measure ) as to the means of supplying (‘ supporting ’ in the first edition ) the steadily increasing demand
for cotton, enters with predominating force. For, if it be true, that African slavery has heretofore
been secured against abolition by its produce having been rendered necessary to commerce,
through the absence of similar produce from any other source, it must be true that its future security
depends upon an increased production proportionate to the increased demand. If it is the mission
of slavery, in the Southern States, to supply mankind with that cotton, and other produce, not so
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conveniently obtained elsewhere, then it is a solemn condition of that mission, ( that is, one of the
solemn conditions, ) that the productive capacity of these States shall be increased, by the readiest
means, ( that is, that negroes should be imported, ) as the demand for the produce requires. And if
this condition is not observed, if Southern productive industry is not increased, just to the extent of
the demand for its produce, then must Southern civilization prove incompetent or recreant to its
mission, and give place for some competitor more worthy and more faithful to its trust; for, if there
is a fact more clearly demonstrated than another, it is the necessity of cotton to mankind. At present
the bulk of the cotton known to commerce, is the produce of African Slavery in America, and by
virtue of this fact, the necessity of cotton to mankind is reduced down to the necessity of our African
Slavery to commerce. But if African Slavery, by means of existing restrictions upon the Slave Trade, is
to be kept within its present limits and rate of increase, while the necessity of cotton grows annually
with an increasing rate, it is plain that mankind must look elsewhere than to us for the additional
supply, and when this supply is found, and permanently established, ours will become less and less
a necessity, and slavery in the Southern States must gradually lose ONE of its most indispensable
elements of internal wealth and prosperity, and external importance and power.

“It was doubtless in view of such considerations as these, that his excellency indicated the re-
opening of the African Slave Trade, as the only means of obtaining that abundance, and consequent
cheapness of labor, which will secure to us the partial monopoly of the cotton trade we have
heretofore enjoyed.”

We regard this “theory” as its own explanation, and think the committee are, for once, correct in their
views. We do not think the importation of slaves “the only rescue for slavery,” and doubt if a single
member of the committee ever held the absurd idea for which the reverend reviewer gives them
credit; but we think, with the committee, that such importation “enters with predominating force”
into the system of measures which we believe will prove to be indispensable to the disenthralment
of the South. We will not, however, take issue with the reverend reviewer on this immaterial point.
If he can gather from the above, the proposition, which he puts in the report, that “the only rescue
for slavery from its impending dangers’ is to seek to re-open the slave trade,” we charge him neither
with willful perversion nor excusable mistake; we only admit that his powers of analysis are superior
to ours. Nor would we have been so “long and minute” on this very insignificant matter were it not
for another instance in which the report is misquoted.

The reverend reviewer, in objecting to the “ tone ” of the report says: “it also affirms that ‘ no element
of morals or religion enters into the question whether South Carolina needs a further importation of slaves
from Africa; ’” the words in italics purporting to be 12 taken from the report. In neither edition do we
find the expression. We read in both:
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“Your committee will briefly enquire, whether, if it were in the power of South Carolina and the other
Southern States to re-open the Slave Trade, without the intervention of Congress, their true interests
would suggest such a policy? And first, with respect to this State alone. Does South Carolina NEED a
further importation of Slaves from Africa? This is a simple question of fact. No element of morals or
religion enters into it.”

The word “need” in the report is italicised, and the “true interests” of the South referred to, we
presume, that the reader might understand that the question of importing slaves was about to be
viewed merely as one of expediency, and, to be certain of no mistake, it is added: “This is a simple
question of fact.” Why, then, change the whole form of the expression, and wholly omit the very
essential statement that the question was to be discussed as one of policy based upon fact? The
quotation continues:

“It stands recorded in our statutes, that we have no scruples of this sort, and the undivided opinion
of South Carolina is that the importation of negroes from Africa, and their being made to cultivate
our soil under the equitable laws which control and protect our commonwealth ( common interests it
is in the report) would violate no law of God, nor any principle of justice.”

He then proceeds: “We regret exceedingly that the majority should have been lead in the
earnestness of argument and in their patriotic zeal to make such strong statements.” Now we do not
suppose the reverend reviewer intended to convey a different idea from that conveyed by the report,
nor does his language literally do so. But the transposition and omission of terms, trifling though
it be, is susceptible of a different signification from that probably intended, when read with the
carelessness of the general or casual reader and in connection with his strictures. We are altogether
indifferent how the idea is conveyed, it is under either form of expression eminently correct.
Whether we need slaves, involves no question of morals nor religion. Whether a congregation needs
money to build a church involves no question of theology; it is a simple question of fact whether or
not there is sufficient money in the treasury to accomplish the end in view. Nor does it involve the
question as to how the money is to be obtained in case it should be needed. Whether it be begged,
borrowed, or drawn in a lottery, has nothing to do with the fact that it is or is not needed. And in like
manner we consider the question whether we need more slaves to be entirely divested of all others,
as much so as any other question of fact can be.

But it is not this unquestionable truth which seems most to scandalize the reverend reviewer. He
objects to the word “undivided,” as quoted above, and, in a certain sense, we confess he is right,
as we will presently explain. In the meantime, we fear his regrets are unavailing. We question if the
statements are too “strong.” There is nothing on the record to show that they are. The act of 1803 re-
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opened the Slave Trade, and nearly forty thousand 13 slaves were imported into Charleston in the
four succeeding years. (We have owned some of them and their descendants, and excellent slaves
they were and are.) Nothing can be found in this act to show that as a State, South Carolina has any
moral scruples on the subject. She has both prohibited and permitted the importation of slaves,
showing that she regarded it as a policy to be decided by the interests and wants of the State at large
at different periods, and not by any individual or sectarian notion of morality or religion. We have
not thoroughly searched the statutes, but we question if any moral objections to the Slave Trade
are therein recorded. One of the “strong statements” of the report is, that “it stands recorded in our
statutes that we have no scruples of this sort,” (viz: “morals or religion.”) The act of 1803 is the last
act on the subject of importing African slaves, that we have seen, in the statutes; and we venture to
regard it as not expressing either moral or religious scruples on the subject. If the reverend reviewer
finds any, more recent, he would promote his object by bringing it to light.

We must be allowed to take the liberty of observing, in this connection, that the mere fact of a
government's prohibiting any measure is not conclusive evidence that it does so on moral or
religious grounds. This State prohibits the ingress of free negroes from the hireling States, and
from foreign countries; but we question if even the learned and reverend reviewer himself will
regard this as certain evidence that the State thinks the ingress of a free negro would be a grave
act of immorality or irreligion. The excellent constitution of our State disqualifies the clergy from
membership of the Legislature, but surely the good people who made it were not entirely of the
opinion that it would violate the principles of morality and religion to allow the reverend and
practical reviewer to sway the counsels of the State from a seat in the Senate. Policy decides many
such questions as these, and decides them wisely.

But how does the reverend reviewer confirm his judgment of these “strong statements?” In the
following conclusive and convincing way:

“That they are far too strong is sufficiently manifest in the history of these very reports. Their being
laid on the table, without discussion, and ordered to be printed together for distribution, shews that
there was something in them, respecting which the opinion of South Carolina was not undivided. One
part certainly of that “something” is this very point of the immorality of the Slave Trade. Our people
do, undoubtedly, make the distinction which Gov. Adams and the majority repudiate, between
slavery and the Slave Trade.”

Now as to “the history of these very reports,” we venture to doubt whether he knows a great deal.
Probably he is as little informed on the subject as we are. We only know that it is recorded in
the journal of the House of Representatives for Dec. 2d, 1857, that “five hundred copies of each
report were ordered to be printed.” And that on Dec. 9th, “on motion of Mr. Bryan the reports and
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resolutions were ordered to lie on the table, and two thousand copies of the same were ordered to
be printed for the 14 use of the members of the House.” This is the written history of the disposal of
the reports; with any traditions relating to them we are less acquainted perhaps than himself.

If the learned and reverend reviewer finds anything in these records to warrant the conclusion that
the question as to the morality or immorality of the Slave Trade had anything to do with the disposal
of the reports, he discovers an important fact in history with which we were not before acquainted.
He doubtless is much better informed as to the motives of the members, both of the committee and
of the legislature, than we are, and his conclusion is therefore entitled to the highest respect. We, on
our part, see little or no antagonism in the two reports with respect to the morality of buying slaves
from Africa. The minority report says, what the reverend reviewer does not seem entirely to approve,
viz:

“Were he sitting as a member of the King's Council for Ashantee or Dahomey the result attained
would possibly have been different. Looking upon the ancestors of our slaves as they exist in
their native land, clothed in filth and squalor, slaughtering each other by law upon the most trivial
occasions, selling their wives and children to the pale faced stranger, acknowledging no impulse
save that of unbridled passion, no restraint save that of physical fear, without morals or religion, or
the capacity for self progress, and barely removed from the brute by some faint idea of association;
and then glancing across the Atlantic to the shores of America upon the four million of slaves, their
descendants robust, cheerful, fed, clothed, cared for when sick and aged, instructed in the elements
of religion, surrounded by the enlightenment of an advancing civilization, the vast majority contented
in their present condition, and all in a position of moral and material welfare superior to the laboring
classes of Europe—in view of the striking contrast presented, the undersigned, as a friend of Africa,
might well advocate the revival of the Slave Trade, and receive its agents as angels of mercy. ”

So far as we are informed there was no discussion as to this point on the floor of the House during
the session; and hence we have heretofore supposed that whatever may have been the object
in ordering them to be “printed together for distribution,” no one point of difference could be
said to have “ certainly ” affected the result. It seems however that we were mistaken, and we
are free to acknowledge that we know less of this particular matter than the reverend reviewer
professes to. We have however some consolation for our error in the “ tone ” of the debate in the
recent convention at Montgomery. In the few brief newspaper accounts we have seen, we do not
remember a single objection to the importation on the ground of morality or religion. We saw,
somewhere, that a venerable and highly esteemed citizen of Virginia, (Mr. Ruffin, ) took great care, in
opposing the trade, to assure the convention that no objections of that sort were held by the State
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he represented. And a younger and perhaps more eloquent delegate, from the same State, (Mr.
Pryor, ) who spoke in opposition only upon “considerations of policy and of reason,” said:

“I utterly repudiate the idea or imputation that, in occupying a position of resistance to the novel and
mischievous policy involved in the revival of the Slave Trade, I am governed by any consideration
touching its alleged barbarity. On the contrary, if I could persuade myself that the revival of the
Slave Trade was for the interests of the white man of these Southern States. I would feel bound by
every consideration of humanity to favor a measure which rescues the negroes 15 of Africa from an
inhospitable climate, the most cruel oppression, and a savage existence, and transports them here
to share with us the blessings of Christianity and the advantages of civilization. But, sir, it is our duty
to be governed by the considerations which affect our own interests and the welfare of the country,
rather than by the fanciful suggestions of a Quixotic philanthropy. ”

Now it is not derogatory to the wisdom of the Legislature of South Carolina to suppose that there
was as much “practical good sense” assembled at Montgomery as usually appears at Columbia on
the occasion of the meeting of the General Assembly. If this be so, it is not altogether unreasonable
to presume that a debate in Columbia would have taken very much the same turn it did in
Montgomery; and since in the latter, “Quixotic philanthropy,” alias anti-Slave Trade morality, was
so justly repudiated, it may be inferred that a similar repudiation would have been its fate in the
former. This is only a possibility, and it is with great deference we venture to suggest it.

On the score of the “undivided opinion,” we have but little doubt of the reverend reviewer's
correctness. He is right. The report did mistake in supposing that a free people could be undivided
in any opinion. On this “ moral ” question it is certain there is a great and irreconcilable difference of
opinion between the learned and reverend reviewer, and the mass of those at the South who oppose
the Slave Trade, and for whom he undertakes to speak, to say nothing of the very considerable
number in the State who are in favor of it. We apprehend that the bulk of the opposition, as yet
evinced, to the importation of more negroes rests entirely upon grounds of expediency, not upon
that lofty eminence of morality occupied by him. Difference of opinion is a sure accompaniment
of freedom of thought. There are always those who dissent from even the most evident truth. But
such dissent has no weight in pulling down the truth, it rather serves to build it up. According to the
philosophy of Gamaliel, the truth is of God. The dissent, in this case, is only of the reverend reviewer
and those for whom he may have authority to speak. We know of nothing which is not disputed,
and even “strenuously” objected to. The existence of God himself is denied by some benighted
reasoners. The advent of the promised Messiah was not believed by eye witnesses! and his divinity
was disputed in every possible form that human ingenuity could devise. The emancipation of
the Christian Church from the power of Rome was followed by a series of dispute, schism, war
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and massacre before unknown to Christendom. Even the churches of this Union have been rent
asunder by disputes upon questions of a temporal as well as spiritual nature, and one of them
seems even now divided on the grave question whether one's shirt bosom should be made to
conceal his person by means of a gold or of a brass pin: whether a gold dollar is more orthodox
than a gold button, or whether a bit of horn is not better than either. Now we submit, if these
questions of Church occasion serious dispute among the clergy in general, there is no assignable
reason why, in the little State of South Carolina, there should not be an honest difference of opinion
as to any political measure 16 upon which the reverend reviewer may think proper to write. In
point of literal truth, then, the report was evidently wrong to say that this State was undivided on
the question of morality; but we are not quite satisfied that if the question whether the Slave Trade
should be re-opened, were to be decided on moral grounds, and no other, the position of the reverend
reviewer would not be found to be that of so very small a minority in this State as to justify the
term “undivided” as applied in the report. Even the Presbyterians, for whom he assumes to speak,
are by no means undivided endorsers of his opinion. We know many excellent Presbyterians, who
would find little difficulty in reconciling it with their conscience to replenish and increase the labor
of their plantations with slaves imported from Africa, as their fathers did before them; and there are
doubtless many zealous divines, of that denomination as of others, who would be careful to spare
no effort to convert them to Christianity. But before proceeding to examine the moral and religious
position assumed by the reverend reviewer, with which we will conclude, we have somewhat to say
concerning the importance of “dollars and cents,” and “State policy,” to the well being of society and
the advancement of civilization.

He pays the following graceful compliment in terminating his review of the majority's report:

“The South cannot afford in such a struggle as this to lose the approbation of the King of nations and
the support of His Word against all her foes. We feel sure that the gentlemen of this majority do not
really entertain the sentiments which these portions of their report would seem to imply. We feel
equally sure that the respected writer of it has not intentionally given to his eloquent production that
air it wears, of coldly and carelessly determining grave questions of humanity and of justice upon
mere grounds (and those doubtful grounds at best) of State policy; that air it wears of representing
dollars and cents, or any other material interests to be the great interests of society amongst us!
He knows as well and doubtless feels as sensibly as we do, that great as is the value to the South of
her partial monopoly of the cotton trade, great as is the value to her of her present enviable (and
we think envied) condition of prosperity and peace in all her borders and amongst all classes of
her people; yet, she has a higher and nobler and more valuable interest to preserve—namely, her
interest in honor and duty and truth.”
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We regret again to have to differ with the reverend reviewer. We confess a higher estimate of the
importance of money, in all human affairs, than he seems to have. But particularly in questions
of labor, such as this, do we lean to the opinion that the matter of money is, with the mass of
mankind, the first and the last consideration. It has become a proverb that abolitionists may be good
philanthropists but are bad economists. They forget money in preaching morality. This disregard
of the importance of money is not confined to one class of moralists, it pervades many. The truth
is, there has never been an undivided opinion about money any more perhaps than there may be
now about the morality of the Slave Trade. One tells us that “the love of money is the root of all evil;’
another that “riches are not to be despised.” One of the poets write, that:”

“Money and man a mutual falsehood show; Man makes false money, money makes man so.

17

A distinguished character advises his son: “Make money, my son, honestly if you can, but make
money.” The money view of the question, then, may possibly have been as perplexing to the
committee as it is distasteful to the learned and reverend reviewer; and must, in fact, have been all
the more so, since the “money pressure” has been the absorbing topic of the day for the last ten
months. We, of course, will not pretend to draw the precise line at which the husbanding of dollars
and cents ceases to be a virtue. Few have ever drawn it for themselves, having never been convinced
that they had enough; though ever ready to prescribe it for others with a rare degree of precision
and striking disinterestedness. We will, however, venture to suggest, upon the supposed authority
of history, that if Wilberforce and Clarkson had paid more attention to pounds, shillings and pence,
and less to the humanity and morality of the slave trade, they would not now be responsible for
having brought ruin upon the British West Indies. So essential are “dollars and cents” that not even
the church, not even the Southern Presbyterian Review, can exist without them. Not having seen the
point questioned, since the days of Lycurgus, we have thoughtlessly fallen into the belief that dollars
and cents make up together an institution of primary importance to this country—an institution
which is absolutely indispensable in the work of preserving all “the great interests of society amongst
us,” whether they be material or not.

Unfortunately, perhaps, for those who do not represent “dollars and cents, or any other material
interests, to be the great interests of society amongst us,” this is a golden age, eminently an age
of money! and those who have not an eye to the funds are either in advance, or in the rear of the
times. “Black broth” and “iron money” have gone out of fashion. Even our very convenient “ coppers
” are consigned to oblivion, never, we fear, to be heard of more. Gold and silver dollars are now
the objects of every one's endeavors, more particularly since the Banks of our State have resumed
the good old custom of redeeming their notes in specie. Money, then, we think, is an institution
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upon which all others recline without any marked evidence of unwillingness. Church and State
both rely upon money, and possibly spend more of their time in devising the ways and means than
in preaching and enforcing the canon and civil laws! What does L. L. D. signify, or even the more
unpresuming D. D., if the possessor is unprovided with the needful £. s. d. or the more convenient
$ and cts? It is a rare thing to hear even a sermon which is not paid for in “dollars and cents.” The
very prayers of the Church ascend from mouths which are fed, cushions which are lined and stuffed,
pulpits which are draped, churches which are built and decorated, and congregations which “fare
sumptuously every day” and are clad in “purple and fine linen,” all at the cost of “dollars and cents.”
The institution, indeed, has endless ramifications, in Church as well as State, and, from the Pope
of Rome down to the 2 18 meekest village sexton, every office and every officer of the Church
is predicated upon—shall we say it?—MONEY! It is not the case now that churchmen “provide
neither gold nor silver, nor brass in their purses.” They do not toil like Paul that they might “not be
burdensome.” But if the Church must needs have money, how much more needful is it for the State?
Its armies and its navies, Princes and Courts, Councils and Senates, Governors and Magistrates,
its taxes, tax gatherers, coffers and money changers, schools and seminaries, canals and roads,
highways and byways, market places and stores, forts, harbors and ships, all mean money: —What
will it cost, and wherewith shall it be paid, is the first and the last, the beginning and the end of
States and Empires! So confident are we, therefore, of the general importance of money, and of its
very general popularity among the people of this State, that we doubt if one “faithful commoner” can
be found among them who would refuse to increase his treasure, or who would not exceedingly
regret to lose it. The practical and reverend reviewer may be very clear, practical and logical in all
of his reasoning, but we will venture to question if his utmost efforts could succeed in convincing
many of the good people of South Carolina that “dollars and cents” are not very fine things in their
way, or that they are not among the greatest interests and objects of society all the world over. The
great mass of men are not philosophers! To them, “honor” is an “empty bubble,” if it is bankrupt and
has the sheriff at its heels; and even “duty and truth” are the merest abstractions to the poor wretch
who is starving! Seeing, then, the universal desire, and necessity for, money! we cannot but think the
committee right to keep a vigilant eye upon the “dollars and cents.”

But it is not only “dollars and cents” that seem insignificant to the practical and reverend reviewer,
“State policy” is put in the same category. What his conception of State policy may be we do not
know, it may be akin with that of succinctness and ability, we, in our careless way, have been
accustomed to regard it as a matter of the first importance, and quite as general in its existence
and use as money itself! We have thought the great object of Government was the management
of State or public affairs; which, as we understand it, means State policy. It seems, then, to us at
least, a natural and excusable error that a committee in the Legislature of South Carolina should
determine one of the gravest political questions of the age, involving both the foreign and domestic
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relations and policy of the South, “upon mere grounds of State policy.” Legislators are not generally
humanitarians, sectarians, nor moralists. Nor is the General Assembly of a State likely to decide
questions before it upon the same grounds that a Presbyterian Synod does. When a proposition
is before a republican Legislature, it is generally tested by the question, will this or that measure
promote or injure this or that interest, or the general welfare? Will it be in accordance with the
Constitution? Humanity, justice, morality, religion or sectarianism are considerations 19 which enter
to a limited extent only. They are secondary, whereas in the Synod we presume they would be
primary. While the Synod might be excommunicating a delinquent brother, for dancing at a ball or
frequenting a theatre, the Legislature might be incorporating a jockey club or a histrionic association
for the promotion of all the abominations which scandalize the Church. In fact, it is but true, that
governments license the very sins which the churches anathematize. Why should the importation of
slaves be an exception?

The committee were right not to moralize. In this country, where Church and State are so happily
separated, it is rarely the case that questions of morality or religion come before Legislatures for
their decision. What may be one man's religion may not be another's; and what one would regard
moral another may abominate. Here, every man is at liberty to worship God in his own way. He may
be a Presbyterian, a Roman Catholic, a Quaker, or a Jew; the Government asks no questions. He
may be moral or immoral, his Government conceives that to be his own affair. Never mind what
his code of morals may be, while he obeys the law, and pays his taxes, thereby acknowledging the
primary importance of “State policy” and “dollars and cents,” he is a good citizen in the eye of the
law. What he may be in the eye of the Church is a point upon which the Government chooses to be
indifferent. The zealous Presbyterian, for example, might tremble for the fate of the Roman Catholic,
or feel as horrified at the demure Quaker, as the devout Rabbi does at sight of a harmless piece of
pork! Living in some quarter where pork abounds, he might feel concerned and even scandalized
at the great inhumanity of compelling hungry children to abstain from meat on Friday, or from pork
the whole year through. Yet it is not clear that it would be the paramount duty of our Legislature,
having the grave question in charge whether swine should be taxed, or what duty should be paid on
bacon, to discriminate in favor of the Jew because he does not partake of the unclean animal! Nor,
in the case of fish, would it be altogether fair to tax that excellent and wisely appointed product of
the sea, as a discrimination against the Catholic who relies upon it for his Friday's meal! All these
matters, in point of their humanity and justice, belong to the several denominations to be settled
for themselves; our Legislature wisely abstains from intermeddling with them. So, too, it should be
in the matter of buying and owning slaves. If pork is not taxed to please the Jew, nor fish to hurt the
Catholic, why should Government exclude the African to please the Presbyterian? Lent is just as dear
to the Catholic as the Passover to the Jew, or the humanity and justice of his status to the slave. The
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committee were wise in leaving these grave questions alone. And this leads to the general position
assumed by the learned and reverend reviewer which we will discuss briefly in conclusion.

In making the following quotations from his essay, we will not 20 say of him that he “has not
intentionally given to his eloquent production that air it wears;” we generally mean what we say, and
charitably attribute to others sufficient intelligence and candor to do the same. He says, page 102:

“From a state of doubt and anxiety in regard to their position, that was very general among the
religious and intelligent classes of the community, they pass, by a careful examination of the
Scriptures, to a calm and quiet conviction that their slaveholding is not condemned by the Christian
religion.” p. 103, “Whether slavery be or be not the best form of society in general; whether we ought
or ought not to make positive efforts to extend it over or amongst people where it is not already,
this is a question which, we judge, that our Southern people do not claim to have investigated, much
less decided.” p. 104. “The existing relation between the white and the black man in these Southern
States is a necessary, and a just, and a good relation. It is the best form of society possible among
us.” p. 128. “ The slave trade never was carried on by our citizens!!! Previously to 1808 it was conducted
mostly by New England men or New England capital, managed by agencies in Charleston. Since that
period it has had a clandestine existence only at the north. Why should South Carolina volunteer to
throw her mantle round parties to a traffic, in which our people either through moral repugnance
or through proud scorn of such an occupation, never have been and are not now engaged? Can
we refrain from blushing at the mere suggestion, and shrink in horror at the thought of such
contamination! Never! Let our State preserve in jealous purity the high character which has been
handed down to her from former generations, and if these men need an advocate let them seek
him amongst those who were born upon the same soil and nurtured under the same influences!
* * * We wish this report (the minority) had more thoroughly handled the non sequitur of Gov.
Adams, that if the slave trade be piracy, then our slaves are plunder. His Excellency should not have
been so lightly given over to the favor of Abolitionists by getting, however undesignedly, upon their
ground. The report might well have dwelt more upon the agrarian consequences that would logically
follow the adoption of the principle involved in this statement. Is it so that no man's property now is
anything better than plunder, if so be that in any remote age some holder of it got it by fraud? (notice
fraud, not piracy.) Who knows that he ever owned a dollar which may not often have passed through
the hands of thieves into those of honest men? And who does not know that if the statement be just,
then there is no good title to one foot of land on this wide continent? Did it not all or nearly all come
dishonestly into the hands of the white man? Our slaves plunder because the slave trade was piracy,
FORSOOTH! As well might you call Queen Victoria a pirate because her predecessors on the English
throne were, some, descendants and all inheritors of William the Conqueror, himself a descendant and
an heir of that famous Norwegian pirate Rollo, afterwards Robert, Duke of Normandy! ” ( whew!!! ) p.
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133. In the name of the Southern people, especially of the religious class at the South and still more
especially of Southern Presbyterians, we raise our voice of protest against the re-opening amongst
us of the African slave trade, whether openly or in disguise. And having brought to the notice of our
readers the total change of attitude assumed and being assumed by abolitionists, we call on all true
Southern men to abjure all present and future, as we have all past alliance, with their views and
practices. We call on the press of the South to speak out and repudiate the doctrine of MAN STEALING!!
We call upon our fellow citizens, and most particularly our fellow christians of the South-west, not
to tarnish their honor and ours by following the base lead of France, or of England, and not to set
christianity and the Bible against the South.” p. 134. “In conclusion we have only to say that it is idle
to deny the cruelty of the slave trade, and the equal cruelty of the apprentice trade as it operates in
Africa itself. There are too many witnesses to this cruelty for any man to contradict.”

These extracts, we think, afford a pretty fair idea of the learned and reverend reviewer's position
with respect to Slavery and the Slave Trade in point of morality and christianity. He approves of
slavery as at least “not condemned” by Christ, as a just and good social relation, and the best form
of society amongst us. He has not yet decided whether we ought to extend the institution. But 21
he is clearly of opinion that we ought not to import any more slaves; such importation he considers
no better than “man stealing,” and contrary to Christianity and the Bible. He regrets that Gov. Adams
has been too lightly handled, and so proceeds to “handle” him in his own merciful way in the august
presence of an old “pirate” who died over 900 years ago. The “ non sequitur ” that if the slave trade be
piracy, the slave must be plunder, he thinks supremely absurd, because, if it be otherwise, our whole
continent would be plunder, and Queen Victoria a pirate! Alas poor Queen! Yet, great is logic!

Now this matter of piracy we will not discuss. Whether piracy is the same thing as fraud or larceny,
or even man stealing, or whether it is a violation of municipal law or of international law, we will not
undertake to decide. The report of the Senate Committee, which the reverend reviewer has not yet,
we believe, reviewed, expresses, so far as it goes, very much our own views. It proceeds:

“But the latest and most remarkable of the series of legislative measures for the prevention of
the slave trade, is the act of the 15th of May, 1820; whereby it is declared that if any citizen of the
United States serving on board of any foreign vessel engaged in the slave trade, or any person
serving on board of any vessel owned by or navigated for any American citizen, should aid in
detaining or selling or transferring any negro as a slave, he should be adjudged a pirate, and, on
conviction thereof, suffer death. The Constitution does, as we bave seen, authorize Congress “to
define and punish piracies and felonies committed on the high seas, and offences against the law
of nations.” When the Constitution was formed, the word piracy had a meaning as distinct and as
well understood as that of any other word which occurs in that instrument, and in interpreting the
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Constitution, it must now be understood in that sense, and no other. “Piracy,” says Chancellor Kent,
in his Commentaries on American Law, “is robbery, or a forcible depredation on the high seas, without
lawful authority, and done animo furandi, and in the spirit and intention of universal hostility. It is the
same offense at sea with robbery on land.” “And,” he adds, “ all the writers on the law of nations and
on the maritime law of Europe, agree in this definition of piracy. ” Under this general description, it was
known with sufficient distinctness by all the civilized nations of the world, or at least of Europe; but
as there was no tribunal common to them all for the trial and punishment of pirates—who were
tried and punished in each nation by its own tribunals—and as some degree of vagueness and
uncertainty might arise from discrepancies in the laws and administration of different countries with
regard to analogous offenses committed on the land, it may have been necessary that they should
respectively, for the guidance of their tribunals in the practical administration of justice, give a more
precise definition of the crime of piracy. For this reason, Congress was invested by the Constitution
with the power “to define and punish piracies;” but it cannot be maintained, without the most
licentious disregard of all the principles of sound interpretation, that by virtue of this power they
are authorized to denounce as piracy, and punish with the extremest severity, a trade not malum in
se, in perfect accordance with the immemorable usages and laws of the countries from which the
slaves are procured, and for centuries sanctioned by the practice and protected and encouraged
by the laws and treaties of all the maritime nations of Europe. If they have the power to make the
slave trade piracy, it is because they have the power to make anything piracy which is done wholly
or partly on the high seas. If it may be made piracy to purchase a slave in the Rio Pongas, where it is
lawful to purchase slaves and transport them by sea to the Rio Janeiro, where it is lawful to sell them,
why may it not just as well be made piracy to purchase slaves on the James River or the Roanoke,
and transport them by sea to be sold in the Savannah or the Mississippi? And if the maritime trade in
slaves may be punished as piracy, why not any other trade carried on by sea? Why, for example, may
it not be declared piratical to export cotton to England or France?

But we think the argument of the learned and reverend reviewer * 22 is by no means conclusive.
It may be correct, but we do not see the force of it. We fail to perceive the analogy between the
conquest of Normandy—the long line of kings and queens of England, and the buying of slaves in
Africa, and working them and their descendants in America. He waxes warm against “man-stealing,”
and since that is a plain term, which every body can understand, we will forego the term piracy in
briefly explaining our humble understanding of the matter. If the slave trade is manstealing now,
it must have been so when our ancestors carried it on, and they must have been thieves—“ Thou
shalt not steal ” is an old law which no one can mistake. Time cannot alter the edicts of Sinai. Stop
there! cries the reverend and practical reviewer,—“the slave trade never was carried on by our
citizens.” This we respectfully dissent to. We contend, upon the most indisputable evidence, afforded
by the presence of 4,000,000 slaves in the country, that the trade was carried on by “our citizens.”
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We ourselves have owned native Africans, and now own many of their descendants, and we know
that they were paid for on the decks of slave ships in the port of Charleston. And we know, further,
that our neighbors around, and throughout the older Southern States, have the same experience.
Ah! But, says the reverend and practical reviewer, the trade was conducted by New England men!
or New England capital! managed by agencies in Charleston. Not so, we reply. Trade is exchange,
between at least two parties, the buyer and the seller. New England men may have been the sellers
in this case, but Southern men were most assuredly the buyers. New England capital may have built
the ships and hired the sailors, but Southern capital paid for the slaves! And, if there was any crime
in the transaction, “our citizens” are just as amenable to the outraged laws of Christianity and the
Bible as the “New England men.” New England capital is invested in making rum; New England men
are employed in bringing it to the South; but Southern capital buys the rum, and Southern men
drink it; does the reverend and practical reviewer therefore blame the poor New England men for
every bar-room he passes in his travels, and for every drunkard he meets on his way? To our view
it seems that New England rum would not be brought to the South if Southern money did not pay
for it, New England men keeping a faithful eye upon the “dollars and cents,” and for the same reason
New England men would never have brought African slaves to the South if Southern men did not
buy them. The “ doctrine of man-stealing ” is not more identified with the “doctrine” of man- buying,
or man- selling or man- owning NOW than it ever was. It has been held by abolitionists to be the very
essence of slave holding. It is held by the reverend reviewer to be the essence of slave- trading. Since
he discriminates widely between slave holding and slave trading, he doubtless rejoices that he is not
as abolitionists are; but since we make no such discrimination, we are pardonable if we have no such
cause for rejoicing on his account. We can understand the proposition that 23 slavery and the slave-
trade (which is only one of its adjuncts) are both wrong, and we must at least respect the consistency
of the man who holds it. But we cannot understand the proposition that slavery is “just” and “good,”
but the slave-trade is “piracy” and “man-stealing.” The abolitionist, holding the former opinion, stands
upon ground which the plainest mind can comprehend; but the Southern man holding the latter
stands upon a promontory too eminent and narrow for the mass of people to occupy.

But the argument of the learned and reverend reviewer admits of a different application from that
which he makes. Take the case of the “dollar” he mentions;—for “dollars and cents” are sufficient
and convenient even in discussing a point of this sort. He says, his “dollar” may have been stolen
at one time, but since he came by it honestly it is his. When he received the dollar we suppose
he asked no questions, he only took care to see that it was a good, sound, genuine silver dollar.
And that is very much the way, in general, that men come by dollars, and all other descriptions of
property in the way of trade. The good, honest farmer, for example, wants a dollar; he goes to the
market place with his produce, and sells his corn and pumpkins to the first bidder who offers the
needful coin. He does not enquire whether his customer is a swindler, a robber, or an extortioner,
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neither are such enquiries made respecting him. Now, it is more than likely that the coin, if it is an
old one particularly, had some time or other been stolen, and it is certain, according to the reverend
reviewer, that the land, on which the corn and pumpkins grew, came “dishonestly” by some such
rogue as the old “Norwegian pirate.” But is it the business of the farmer to have a recorded history
of the dollar before he accepts it, or of the buyer to look into the titles for the farmer's land before
he receives the corn and pumpkins? Clearly not, thinks the reverend reviewer—clearly not, think we.
Neither the dollar, nor the corn and pumpkins can be “ plunder, ” thinks the reverend reviewer—nor
can the trade be “piracy, ” think we! Now, suppose the farmer's land was inherited from the Duke of
Normandy, or Queen Victoria, or the poor King of Oude, or Commissioner Yeh, or any other pirate,
and that the dollar was picked out of an alderman's pocket that very morning, should the exchange
of corn and pumpkins for silver dollars be declared piracy? No, think we. But,—says the reverend
reviewer,—there is “ cruelty ” in the slave-trade; there are “many witnesses!” Yes, say we, but that
does not make it piracy! There is cruelty in slavery! Husbands are cruel to wives; wives to husbands;
parents to children, and children to dogs, and dogs to cats, and cats to rats;—but husbands and
wives, and children and dogs, and cats are not all pirates for that. He says, the property exchanged is
not “plunder;” we say, the transaction is not theft nor “piracy.” One seems to imply the other. If one is
not plunder, the other is not piracy, and vice versa.

But a word, in passing, with regard to the “cruelty” of which 24 there are so many witnesses. If the
fact, that cruelty is incident to any custom, is sufficient to abolish it, and elicit the execration of
mankind, we very much incline to the opinion that the slave trade is not the first to be abolished.
We have seen much more evidence of cruelty as incident to slavery in this country and in Africa,
than we have in respect to the slave trade between the United States and Africa, when it was not
prohibited, but was regulated by law as slavery is. We have seen evidence which cannot be doubted
of thousands of instances of cruelty of masters to their slaves. We have no doubt that the cruelty in
families, viz: of parents to children, of children to parents, of parents to each other, and of brothers
to sisters, and sisters to brothers, is greater than that of all other human relations put together;
but we would be sorry to see “ the family ” abolished, and mankind required to live in common like
beasts of the field. We believe, moreover, that the cruelty of the slave trade, whatever it be, results in
mitigating and improving the condition of those who are brought to a civilized country, while it in no
way impairs that of those who remain in Africa. And judging the accounts we hear, on this subject, by
the accounts we receive of the “horrors of slavery,” we do not believe half of them. This fact we know,
and it is enough for us, there are more Christians of the African race in America than ever have been,
and perhaps ever will be in Africa, in spite of all the missions there. The following truthful remarks
occur in Mr. Fletcher' s unanswerable “Studies on Slavery:” “However wicked may be the Christian
master, how much more is slavery to be desired by the negro than any condition among these Pagan
hordes! We, therefore, do not deem it presumptuous to say, that so degraded is the condition of
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the African in his own land, that it has been elevated in proportion as it has been affected by the
slave trade, and more especially with Christian nations. The first tendencies towards civilization,
and whatever dawning of mental development there may be now noticed among the African tribes,
are traceable alone to that source. And the Christian philosopher might well enquire whether in
the providence of God, its existence, from the time of Noah to the present, has not been the saving
principle which has alone preserved the tribes of Ham from the condition of Sodom and Gomorrah,
and other nations long since wasted away.” “Which is the greatest wrong to a slave, to be continued
in servitude, or to be butchered for food, because his labor is not wanted by his owner?”—“Which
state of slavery would a man prefer, to a savage, or to a civilized master?”

But we pass over all this speculation, for fear lest we also should “theorize too much,” and so prove
displeasing to the practical and reverend reviewer, a misfortune we could never cease to regret.
We come, then, to the main point of his opposition to the slave trade. It is a solemn topic, and we
approach it gravely. As a minister of Christ, we reverence his office; but as a man, we question his
judgment. As an expounder of the Gospel, we 25 would be glad to respect his teachings; but as a
political writer, we must have his authorities, for we dispute his conclusions. The pulpit and the
rostrum, the cloister and the forum, have widely different associations, which cannot be assimilated
at the will of any. Religion and politics can never be identified in this country.

The reverend reviewer speaks seriously in the name of “the religious class of the South,” intimating
that the importation of slaves from Africa will “set Christianity and the Bible against the South,” and
occasion the loss to the institution of “the approbation of the King of nations and the support of His
Word.” We do not venture to call these “strong statements,” but, coming as they do, from a professed
teacher of that “Word,” and a captain in the army of that King, they are at least entitled to notice.
We, therefore, professing to know but little of the lately discovered hidden truths of Christianity,
but feeling a profound interest in them, may be pardoned for indulging the hope of having them
more fully expounded in their bearings upon slavery and the slave trade. Such exhortations we have
often seen before, but coming from abolitionists we have given them no attention. “Man-stealing”
is the magical word, and “morality,” “Christianity,” “justice,” “humanity,” “the Bible,” &c., are the by-
words of every abolition writer; but, when they are used by Southern men, in argument against
the importation of slaves, they claim attention at the hands of every slaveholder. The charge is
too grave to be disregarded. We do not know where the ancestors of the reverend reviewer may
have been when the slave trade was carried on by the people of South Carolina, and hence we
are unprepared to say whether his “doctrine of man-stealing” applies to them; but we know that
ours were all in South Carolina, engaged in cultivating the soil, and we know that they all purchased
African slaves from African traders, and if his “doctrine of man-stealing” has any force at all, it must
apply to them, and to all the other people of this country who did like them, and hence we feel a
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natural disposition to deny the charge, and call for the law and the evidence. We must be convinced,
before our veneration can admit that our ancestors were thieves, pirates, or otherwise than good
Christians. We are mindful of the text—“Woe unto you, scribes and pharisees, hypocrites! because
ye build the tombs of the prophets, and garnish the sepulchres of the righteous, and say, if we had
been in the days of our fathers, we would not have been partakers with them in the blood of the
prophets. Wherefore, ye be witnesses unto yourselves, that ye are the children of them that killed
the prophets.”

We care not what the reverend reviewer does with the “ non sequitur, ” we simply deny that the
slave trade is “piracy,” or that it is “man-stealing.” His “doctrine” must be confirmed. We cannot
receive it upon his mere assurance. In so grave and sweeping a charge, he must point out clearly and
conclusively to 26 the Southern people what “law of God, ” and what “principle of justice” it is that
the buying and selling of slaves violates, which the owning of slaves does not violate;—he must give
the chapter and verse upon the authority of which he pronounces slavery to be “just” and “good,”
but the slave trade to be “man-stealing;”—he must prove from the Bible that it is wrong to steal a
man, but right to keep him after he is stolen;—that it is wrong to buy a slave because he is a heathen
captive, but right to keep him in bondage because his captor enslaved and sold him. He, in short,
must produce evidence which the abolitionists, against whom he inveighs, have not advanced. He
seems to us to take the ground of the mere apologist for slavery, founding its justice only upon
proscription, justifying it, in fact, only because the two races have been brought together on the
same soil, and not because it is in itself right and good. The abolitionists, every one knows, began by
abolishing the slave trade, and, consistently with the “doctrine of man-stealing, ” ended by abolishing
slavery. The reverend reviewer reverses the process; he begins by upholding slavery because it is
good, and ends by abolishing the trade because it is man-stealing. In searching the Scriptures, then,
it devolves upon him to find such texts as the abolitionists reject, otherwise he is in danger of being
claimed by them as perhaps an unconscious ally. Wilberforce, avowedly, abolished the slave trade
as a means of abolishing slavery; the reverend reviewer stops half way, and, looking back upon the
trade, weeps over its crimes; but turning to look forward, is consoled with a “quiet conviction” that
the slaves already stolen are lawful property, and that the price of cotton ought not to fall! It will not
do to appeal again to the “cruelties” of the traffic;—abuses should not condemn uses, they should
rather be reformed by a good regulation of the uses. Mankind are no worse now than they were
when Moses received the Law on Sinai. God's chosen people were then allowed to buy slaves from
the heathen round about them, without being amenable to the charge of “man-stealing.” The human
heart was carnal then as now, and full of unbelief; theft was doubtless as frequent then as now, and
we have no difficulty in supposing that if the earth had been cumbered with abolitionists in those
days we would have the recorded evidence of “cruelty” and “man-stealing,” the same as at present.
As we before have said, cruelty abounds in every human institution, and will continue to abound
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until the promised day when the lion shall lie down with the lamb. In the meantime marriages
should not stop, because divorces and adultery follow. Slavery should not be abolished, because
slaves are sometimes severely flogged for trifling offenses. Factories should not be closed, because
the hands are badly paid. Commerce should not cease, because sailors are wicked men. Gun-powder
should not be forbidden, because it kills men. And the buying of slaves should not be branded with
infamy, because slaves are sometimes stolen. The doctrine, in fine, of the reverend 27 reviewer, that
the slave trade is “man-stealing,” we regard simply as the doctrine of abolition! Whether the South is
ready to receive it, time will soon determine.

Having now reached our self-prescribed limits, we have but to add that we have the highest respect
and regard for the Presbyterian Church; more so, if possible, than for any other denomination of
Christians. It was the Church of our fathers, and it is the Church of our choice. But in feeling this
cordial sentiment, it is under the belief that the learned and reverend reviewer's “doctrine of man-
stealing” is not received by that Church as the doctrine of man-buying, man-selling and man-owning.
We do not receive the sentiments contained in his essay as the sentiments of the Church with regard
to the sin and immorality of importing slaves. If, however, we are mistaken, and he really reflects the
sentiments, not to say “doctrine,” of the Church on this subject, instead of losing his valuable time
in expressing his regrets over a committee of the Legislature, who will probably prove as heedless
of his rebukes as could be expected, let him engraft his doctrine in the rules and government of
the Church! That is the test he must come to, if he wishes to have his “doctrine” clothed with official
authority. When we see it declared by the Synod, that in its opinion the buying or selling of slaves is
contrary to the law of “the King of nations,” as recorded in “His Word,” we shall believe, not that the
opinion is correct, but that he is authorized to speak for “Southern Presbyterians” on this subject.
In this connection, we cannot but admire the course of some denominations, which, in abstaining
from the great “question of State policy,” and in avoiding the expression of opinions in relation to the
general subject of slavery and its adjuncts, avoid “vain babblings.”

The Right Reverend Archbishop and Bishops of the Catholic Church, in their recent pastoral letter to
their clergy and laity, give the following excellent counsel regarding the course of their Church with
respect to slavery:—

“Faithful to the teachings and example of the apostles, she (the Church) has always taught
servants to obey their masters, not serving to the eye merely, but as to Christ, and in His name she
commands masters to treat their servants with humanity and justice, reminding them that they also
have a Master in heaven We have not, therefore, found it necessary to modify our teaching with a
view of adapting it to local circumstances. Among us there has been no agitation on this subject.
Our clergy have wisely abstained from all interference with the judgment of the faithful, which
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should be free on all questions of polity and social order, within the limits of the doctrine and law
of Christ. We exhort you, venerable brethren, to pursue this course, so becoming “the ministers of
Christ and dispensers of the mysteries of God.” Let the dead bury their dead. Leave to worldlings the
cares and anxieties of political partizanship, the struggles for ascendency, and the mortification of
disappointed ambition. Do not, in any way, identify the interests of our holy faith with the fortunes of
any party; but, preaching peace and good will to all mankind, study only to win to truth the deluded
children of error, and to merit the confidence of your flocks, so that, becoming all to all, you may
gain all to Christ.”

And the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in expunging the old
obsolete rule in reference to the buying and selling of slaves; resolved, that “ this Conference expresses
28 no opinion in regard to the African Slave Trade, to which the rule in question has been understood to
refer. ” And a Right Reverend Bishop, in claiming that the Methodists were “loyal citizens,” and hence
obey the Constitution and laws of the United States, with respect to the Slave Trade as with respect
to any other trade, said, in explanation:—

“The Methodist Church, sir, is divided on this question of slavery. The Southern Church has avowed,
as her settled belief and sentiment, that slavery is not a subject of ecclesiastical legislation. It is not
the province of the Church to deal with civil institutions in her legislative capacity. This is our position. We
have avowed it. The primary, single object, therefore, was and is, to conform the Discipline to that
profession. ‘Consistency demanded that we purge our book of law from all legislation on this vexed
and agitating question. The idea that this movement has any connection, even the most remote,
with the re-opening of the African slave trade, is gratuitous and unwarranted. The Conference, by an
overwhelming vote, has authorized the expunction of the General Rule on slavery, and the Annual
Conferences will doubtless concur.”

We believe these to be the sentiments of the Presbyterian Church, those of the Reverend Reviewer
notwithstanding.

A word in conclusion. Some reader may think we are not reverential in our “ tone, ” however
respectful in our language. We have only to say we are not writing a petition, but a political article
in notice of a political article; and in politics we know no distinction of laity and clergy. We recognize
no claim to reverence in the political arena, save that due to truth. And to such reader, if he be
offended, we respectfully add,—“O Timothy, keep that which is committed to thy trust, avoiding profane
and vain babblings, and oppositions of science falsely so called: which some professing have erred
concerning the faith. ” B.
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Charleston, So. Ca., June 1 st, 1858.


